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Man dies on corner of Fourth and San Fernando streets

Fall 2013:
Construction
will remain
unfinished
By Vince Ei
@vince_the_ei
Students returning in the Fall semester can expect to see more blue
walls and fences around campus.
Christopher Brown, associate
vice president of facilities development and operations, stated in
an email that current projects will
require at least one more year of
work while his department begins
working on new projects.

A homeless man lays on the corner of Fourth and San Fernando below the Fourth Street city garage yesterday after witnesses saw him fall. Kevin Johnson / Spartan Daily

Yoshihiro Uchida Hall
Brown stated the fences draped
in green will remain around Yoshihiro Uchida Hall as it continues
phase one of two in its construction,
which is estimated to be done in Fall
2014.
Mike Swain, one of the head
coaches of the judo team, said although the construction has forced
the judo team to move from their
original dojo to the second floor of
Spartan Complex, the change did
not affect the team, who won the
National Collegiate Judo Championship this year.
“The university has been helpful accommodating our needs,

SEE RENOVATIONS ON PAGE 6

SEE GARAGE ON PAGE 8
SCIENCE

Researchers develop a new
pathway to brain for medicine
By Daniel Chang
McClatchy Tribune
MIAMI — Stumped for years by a natural filter in the body that allows few substances, including life-saving drugs, to enter the brain through
the bloodstream, physicians who treat neurological diseases may soon have a new pathway to the
organ via a technique developed by a physicist and
an immunologist working together at Florida International University’s Herbert Wertheim College of Medicine.

The FIU researchers developed the technique to deliver and fully release the anti-HIV
drug AZTTP into the brain, but their finding has the potential to also help patients who
suffer from neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and epilepsy, as well as
cancer.
“Anything where you have trouble getting
drugs to the brain and releasing it, this opens so
many opportunities,” said Madhavan Nair, an FIU
professor and chair of the medical school’s immunology department.

In an in-vitro laboratory test with HIV-infected cells, Nair and a colleague, Sakhrat Khizroev, a
professor of immunology and electrical engineering, attached the antiretroviral drug AZTTP to
tiny, magneto-electric nanoparticles. Then, using magnetic energy, they guided the drug across
a cell membrane created in the lab to mimic the
blood-brain barrier found in the human body.
Once the drug reached its target, researchers
triggered its release from the nanoparticle by zapping it with a low-energy electrical current. The
drug remained functional and structurally sound
after the release, according to the experiment
findings.
“We learned to control electrical forces in the
brain using magnetics,” said Khizroev, who designed, oversaw and supervised the entire project.
“We pretty much opened a pathway to the brain.”

The test findings were published in April in
the online peer-reviewed journal, Nature Communications. Researchers believe that using this
method will allow physicians to send a higher
level of AZTTP — up to 97 percent more — to HIVinfected cells in the brain.
Currently, more than 99 percent of the antiretroviral therapies used to treat HIV, such as
AZTTP, are deposited in the liver, lungs and other
organs before they reach the brain.
While anti-viral drugs have helped HIV patients live longer by reducing their viral loads, the
drugs cannot pass the blood-brain barrier in significant amounts, which allows the virus to lurk
unchecked in the brain and can lead to neurological damage, said Dr. Cheryl Holder, a practicing
physician and FIU professor who specializes in

SEE MEDICINE ON PAGE 6
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Limo that went up in flames carried too many passengers, CHP says
By Lee Romney
McClatchy Tribune
LOS ANGELES — The limousine that
became engulfed in flames on the Hayward-San Mateo Bridge was authorized to
transport eight passengers but was carrying nine, the California Highway Patrol said
Monday.
The 1999 Lincoln Town Car is regulated
by the state Public Utilities Commission,
CHP Capt. Mike Maskarich said at a news
conference in the highway patrol’s Redwood
City area office.
He said the regulatory mandates
would be explored as part of a larger investigation into the fire that engulfed the
car.
Maskarich and Foster City fire officials,
who are assisting in the investigation, declined to elaborate on a possible cause or
origin of the blaze, saying they have yet to
review the vehicle’s maintenance records,
conduct more thorough interviews with the
driver and survivors, or explore any poten-

tial recalls or other mechanical issues known
to be associated with the model.
They said they did not yet know whether
the stretch limo’s two doors could be opened
from the inside or whether there was a fire
extinguisher on board.
Most if not all the passengers were nurses
originally from the Philippines and were celebrating a bridal shower of one of the women, who planned to return to the Philippines
for a second ceremony next month.
Five perished, including the bride, and
four were injured.
The families of the deceased have provided dental X-rays, which will be compared later Monday to X-rays of the women’s remains,
San Mateo County Coroner Robert Foucrault
said, adding that he expects to release the
names of the dead late Monday or Tuesday.
The investigation into the cause of death
will involve toxicology reports and take
weeks to conclude, though the primary cause
in cases such as this one is often smoke inhalation, he said.

SEE FIRE ON PAGE 6

San Mateo County firefighters and California Highway Patrol investigate the scene of a limousine fire
on the westbound side of the San Mateo-Hayward bridge in Foster City, California, on Saturday, May
4, 2013. Jane Tyska / Oakland Tribune / MCT
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Ska punk band returns with new positive sound
By Anthony Nguyen
@Antnguyen87
Streetlight Manifesto is
back to the ska punk scene
with their new album “The
Hands That Thieve.”
This album was released
on April 30, after being delayed by their record label a
couple of times.
“The Hands That Thieve”
is the fifth album for this
band composed of lead vocalist and guitarist Thomas
Kalnoky, trumpet and backing vocalist Matt Stewart,
trombone and backing vocalist Nadav Nirenberg, tenor saxophone, alto, backing
vocalist Jim Conti, baritone
saxophone and alto, backing vocalist Mike Brown,
bass, backing vocalist Pete
McCullough, and drummer
Chris Thatcher, all of them
from New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
The album’s theme portrays a positive outlook on
life.
It’s definitely the band’s
“life-embracing”
album
compared to their other four
albums.
For $6.99 on the Amazon
Mp3 store, you can purchase
the album made up of 10 fast
paced, ska punk rock songs.
Streetlight
Manifesto
fans can expect “The Hands
That Thieve” to have that
rewarding feeling when you
get done listening to the album.
The main difference
between this ska band and
other ska bands is it likes to

experience new things and
try to keep with the theme.
On their previous albums,
the songs consisted of sad and
very deep stuff, but you will
hear this album as uplifting
with very positive songs.
The first single off this
album is called “Three of Us”
and has a trumpet solo in the
beginning.

The album’s
theme
portrays
a positive
outlook on
life ...
The song is about making
amends with an enemy.
Some of the lyrics are:
“There we were/The three
of us:/The Thief, the King,
and I/Finally we were forced
to see/We were equals in
the night (that starry, starry
night.)”
The single showed great
imagery and people will realize this song was a great way
to kick off this album.
Another great song with
meaning is “Ungrateful.”
The lyrics are jam-packed
with all the wind instrumentals that utilize what
they have: “Hey, I don’t want
to seem ungrateful/I don’t
want to seem like I don’t
need anyone’s help/To get
me through the rainy days/
To push through the haze/
So I can get on my feet/
And I can stand up and do
what it takes.”

Streetlight Manifesto’s “The Hands That Thieve” was released April 30. Photo courtesy of streetlightmanifesto.com

This song depicts that
tiny voice in all our heads
whispering, “You can’t do
it.”
This album is very well
done and it’s a change of pace
from what they have known
from their last albums.
Another song that caught
my attention is “With Any
Sort of Certainty.”
Some of the lyrics from
this song are: “We swore
we’d never stray/Right before we went our separate
ways/And now we’re looking
back/We’re second guessing
all the choices that we made.”

REVIEW

Say ‘I do’ to ‘The Big Wedding’
By Stephanie Wong
@StephanieJWong
Weddings are happy
events that should bring
families closer together, but
sometimes it isn’t as simple as
it sounds.
“The Big Wedding” is a
movie about a young couple
preparing for the day they say
“I do,” but a string of complications seep in right from the
beginning.
Alejandro, the groom
played by Ben Barnes, wants
to invite his biological mother Madonna and his sister
Nuria,who live in Colombia,
to the wedding.
Alejandro’s adoptive family has no problem welcoming
Madonna and Nuria, however
there’s just one problem: Madonna is very conservative
and has no idea that Alejandro’s adoptive parents are divorced.
To try to help their son,
Alejandro’s adoptive parents,
Don and Ellie (played by Robert De Niro and Diane Keaton)
pretend to be married for the
wedding to please Madonna.
Don and Ellie have a hard
time trying to keep their
cool while they pretend that
they’re still married, but the
character who has the toughest time would be Don’s girlfriend (who is also Ellie’s best
friend) Bebe, played by Susan
Sarandon.
Bebe has to push herself
out of the picture for the wedding she helped plan because
of the lie that Alejandro had
been telling Madonna for
years.
As if it couldn’t get any
worse, the bride Missy, played
by Amanda Seyfried, has rac-

ist parents, Muffin and Barry,
who don’t approve of her marrying Alejandro. (Yes, Missy’s
mother’s name is Muffin ...
like the breakfast food.)
I watched the trailer for
“The Big Wedding” and knew
instantly that I wanted to see
the movie from the actors
that were in it.
With a cast that includes
the actors listed above along
with others, such as Topher
Grace, Robin Williams and
Katherine Heigl, the movie
sounded like it would be
amazing.
Although the notion I had
was that the movie was going
to one with a predictable storyline, surprisingly enough,
it wasn’t entirely predictable.

It’s one
of those
movies I’d
be happy
to watch
over and
over again
because I
know it’ll
make me
laugh every
time.
“The Big Wedding” is a
comedy that made me laugh
aloud, smile, get a little tearyeyed and even dance in my
seat.
The main characters,
played by De Niro and Keaton,
made me chuckle throughout
the movie, which is what all
good comedies should do.

The supporting characters, such as the ones played
by Grace and Heigl, were the
characters that made the
movie more interesting.
Audiences are already expecting to see scenes of Don
and Ellie try to act as civilized
humans without ripping
each other’s head off, but
the other family members’
personal lives come into the
picture to add a good variety
into the mix.
All of the characters that
were cast in the movie did excellent jobs in portraying the
characters of members from
a loud, rambunctious family.
I’m a fan of Amanda Seyfried’s acting so I was a little
surprised to see that her role
wasn’t a very large one in this
movie.
Although this movie
showed issues that both
the bride’s family and the
groom’s family had to deal
with, the storyline leaned
more toward the groom’s
family than the bride’s and
it would’ve been nice to hear
more about her family.
I’m a fan of feel-good
movies and “The Big Wedding” is definitely one of
those movies.
I already can’t wait for it
to come out on DVD so I can
buy it.
It’s one of those movies I’d
be happy to watch over and
over again because I know
it’ll make me laugh every
time.
I can already imagine
turning the DVD on after a
long and exhausting day at
work.
So will a little, white lie
make or break a wedding? I
guess you’ll just have to go
watch the movie to find out.
Stephanie Wong is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

This song means that we
often second guess ourselves
with the choices we’ve made
in life.
Another song that really
impressed me is “Toe to Toe,”
with empowering stuff that
will make the listeners think.
The lyrics from the song go,
“And you will go/Toe to toe/
Like David and Goliath/They
will be Goliath/And you will
throw the stone.”
This song means that
he’s giving his son a message:
use your judgment, form an
educated decision and follow
whatever you truly believe.

But whatever you decide to
do, make sure you’re tolerant
and respectful to everyone you
come across.
Overall, I thought this album was amazing.
I didn’t skip any songs from
this album and I thought it was
really well done.
I recommend this album
whether you are a Streetlight
Manifesto fan or not.
It is an amazing album with
that good feeling – I’d give this
album a chance.
This album should be listened to fully in one sitting
and not skipped through,

because all the tracks are
good and your ears will be
thankful.
After you have listened to
this album and you will think
about what the lead singer is
trying to say.
If you don’t want to buy
the tracks on Amazon or don’t
have time to look up all the individual tracks online, you can
listen to this album on Spotify.
So what are you waiting for?
Give your mind something
to think about while you listen
to it.
Anthony Nguyen is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Expansion to Seattle not an option, Sacramento remains king
By Bob Condotta
McClatchy Tribune
It seems like such an easy
solution to a complex and increasingly contentious problem: Why not let Sacramento
keep the Kings and give Seattle
an expansion franchise?
That way, each of the cities
offering to pay what would be
the most ever for an NBA team
would go home happy, and the
league would avoid making
one city or the other potentially turn against its product
forever.
But while the way the NBA
has handled the Seattle/Sacramento battle has veered all
over the map, with ever-changing deadlines and committee
makeups, the league’s stance
on expansion has been consistent throughout — it’s not on
the table right now.
Commissioner David Stern
and deputy commissioner
Adam Silver – who takes over
for Stern next Feb. 1 – have
said on several occasions in the
last few months that they just
don’t think the time is right
for expansion.
One of the main reasons is
the NBA’s TV contract, which
runs through the 2015-16
season. The teams get equal
shares from it (the deal is
worth $930 million,) and adding a franchise would split
that pie a little more.
“You get a lot of money
in, and in return for that you
cut the new team in for a large
and growing source of revenue from national TV, national licensing, and all things
international and digital,”
Stern said in February.
An expansion team could
mean a hefty one-time fee for
the league — Charlotte, the last

city to get an expansion team,
paid $300 million in 2002.
The NBA could theoretically ask the Seattle group to
pay the $550 million it has valued the Kings at, giving each of
the existing teams a nice, big
check. But, that might be offset by the longer term of the
total pie being split. (There is
some thought that there could
be an escalator clause in the
contract should the NBA add
a team, increasing the total
value, but that has not been
confirmed, nor how much it
would be.)
Stern also mentioned the
impact adding a team might
have on the negotiations for
the next TV deal.
Are the owners even talking about it?
Asked last month in New
York if expansion had been
discussed as a way out of the
Seattle/Sacramento imbroglio,
Stern said: “I haven’t heard
that in any shape or form, particularly when we don’t know
at this time what the next television network contract would
be.”
Silver also mentioned the
impact adding a team might
have on diluting talent, though
in an interesting exchange at
the All-Star Game, that was
quickly countered by Stern.
Said Silver: “Just to add
to the competitive issue, too,
whether there are 15 more of
the world’s greatest players
available without diluting the
league. And we think we’re at
the right point now in terms
of numbers of teams and
numbers of players. There are
only so many of the world’s
greatest players that can perform at the highest level.”
Countered Stern: “I disagree with that. I think it’s an

NBA EXPANSION
AT A GLANCE
The last time an expansion
team was added to the NBA
was when the Charlotte
Bobcats came into the league
in 2004. The expansion fee
was $300 million (average
franchise value at the time.)
PAST SIX NBA
EXPANSION TEAMS
Charlotte Bobcats, 2004
Vancouver Grizzlies, 1995
Toronto Raptors, 1995
Orlando Magic, 1989
Miami Heat, 1988
Charlotte Hornets, 1988

•
•
•
•
•
•

THE TV DEAL
The NBA’s current deals with
ESPN /ABC and TNT are worth
$930 million annually and run
through 2015-16. The NBA is
expected to sign an extension
over the next year that could
be worth as much as $2 billion
a year – which gets split
among all the teams.
Original team logos courtesy of sportslogo.net.
Infographic by Tommy McCormick / Spartan Daily

unlimited number. But that’s
a separate issue. As I said, you
know that we’ve had 30 players from Africa in the last 20
years? Unthinkable 20 years
ago, unthinkable. And we
don’t know where the next
ones are coming from.”
Sports law expert Michael
McCann, who is also an on-air
legal analyst for NBA TV, says
another factor in the reluctance to solve this issue with

expansion is the historical
precedent of the expansion
process itself.
The NBA has not really had true expansion since
the 1995-96 season, when
Vancouver (which has since
moved to Memphis) and Toronto were added. The Charlotte Bobcats came aboard for
the 2004-05 season solely as a
replacement for the Charlotte
Hornets, who had left for New

Orleans two years earlier, and
after an arena was approved.
McCann says for open expansion, the NBA would allow
cities to bid. Going against
that might not only run counter to NBA precedent but
might also invite possible legal issues for the league.
“I think part of the reluctance on approving expansion
now is that there would not
have been a bidding process
among potential cities for
NBA teams,” McCann said.
“Those cities would include,
I believe, Seattle, Vancouver,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Pittsburgh and Las Vegas. The
league and Stern value process,
and the league may want more
economic data on the merits
of each potential location before they commit to one of
them.”
Stern has also mentioned
two other negatives against
expansion:
That solving this issue by
adding a team might set a bad
precedent for similar city-vs.city tangles in the future — the
NBA wouldn’t want to just
add a team every time something like this came up.
Attempting to see how the
league operates at its current
number under the terms of
the new collective bargaining
agreement reached last season.
“We’ve just come through an
intriguing collective-bargaining negotiation and coupled it
with specific revenue-sharing,
over $200 million, I think the
sentiment is to let it all settle
and assess how we are doing
and what the projections are
for how we’ll do,” Stern said in
February.
Sometimes mentioned as a
factor, but one that few close
to the process think really is,

is the fact that the NBA has 30
teams and adding one would
mean an uneven number.
The NBA actually has had
an uneven number of teams on
numerous occasions — in fact,
it had an uneven number every
year from the 1980-81 season
to 2004-05, adding two teams
each in 1988-89, 1989-90 and
1995-96.
Despite the NBA’s repeated
statements that expansion
is not on the table right now,
rumors that it could be in the
offing have persisted throughout this process. However,
one league source said Friday
there did not appear to be any
substance at the moment to
expansion rumblings when related to the Seattle/Sacramento
issue.
Stern himself seemed to
leave the door just slightly ajar
that expansion could happen
at some point when asked after the April 19 Board of Governors meeting if expansion
was “a complete non-starter.”
“I don’t want to say a
‘complete non-starter,’” he
said. But just as quickly as he
opened the door, Stern shut it.
“If the question is: Was
there any discussion of expansion? The answer is no.”

Follow us on Twitter!

@SpartanDaily
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Firearm Social Club aims to educate on gun safety and laws
By Christiana Cobb
@christianacobb
The trigger is pulled and as the bullet is released, adrenaline rushes and all the fears of
shooting a gun disappear and the teachings of
the Firearm Social Club set in as the lessons of
how to stand, focus and hold the gun become
real.
Philip Lin, a sophomore computer science major who went to the Santa Clara Field
Sports Park for the Firearm Social Club’s first
gun range trip in March, said he had never
gone shooting before, and he was apprehensive about shooting for the first time.
“The thing I noticed most was the recall,”
he said “You’re at the range, you’re aiming,
doing the technique they taught you ... and
you shoot it and it kicks back and you realize
how powerful it is.”
Lin said since joining the club he has
learned there is much more to shooting than
just pulling the trigger.
Michael Passaglia, the club’s vice president
and a senior biomedical engineering major,
said Ryan Gilbert, the club’s president, came
to him in Fall of 2012 and said he wanted
to start the Firearm Social Club, and by the
spring it was all set.
Passaglia said the club focuses on teaching
people about the safety techniques involving
firearms and the current gun laws.
“I thought it was awesome because people
need to learn about firearms,” he said. “You
can listen to the news and be freaked out
about things you don’t know about it, or you
can learn about it.”
Gilbert, a senior general engineering major, said he created the club, but he is not sure
how long the club will last because it was a lot
of work to get started and the club currently
doesn’t have an adviser.
Gilbert said one of his initial reasons for
starting the club was the current political climate surrounding firearms.
Although that topic is listed as one of the
original purposes for the club in the constitution, the meetings are not necessarily geared
towards the political aspects of gun control
and gun laws because that doesn’t seem to be
the main interest of its members, Gilbert said.
Passaglia said he is glad the club exists on
a college campus so students can educate each
other on gun safety and gun laws and discuss
the issues.
“I have always been a proponent of teaching people and getting info out to people,” he
said.
Passaglia said because the club is an open
forum, members can bring up and discuss

topics concerning firearms that interest
them.
Passaglia said the government officials
who often talk about gun control and the need
for guns safety don’t always provide accurate
information, and what they say can scare the
public because general members of the public
know how to protect themselves if there is a
shooting.
Using a personal story about himself and
his fear of snakes, Passaglia said he is afraid
of snakes because he knows if he is ever in a
situation and faced with a snake he would be
scared because he wouldn’t know how to protect himself, and that is how other people feel
about guns.
He said because a lot of people don’t know
proper techniques of how to protect themselves if in a situation involving a gun they
believe guns are dangerous and they get
frightened.
“It’s a great place to start this, it’s an epicenter of learning,” Passaglia said.
Aside from their open forum informational meetings, the club also goes on field
trips to gun ranges to practice what they learn
about gun safety.
“(One of the) core elements to our club is
hands on experience,” Gilbert said. “The main
purpose (of the club) is to inform students
about guns and if they could get hands on experience with them, that’s more important
than something I can talk to them about, I
guess.”
At the range, the members get a chance to
practice their stance, the way to grip the gun,
shooting and aiming.
Javier Perez, a sophomore chemistry major
and member of the club, said he didn’t know
much about guns before going to the club.
“Usually when people see guns they freak
out ... but in the club they showed us how to
properly check if it’s loaded or not, what kind
of weapons are assault weapons, because a lot
of laws in California say it can’t hold more
than 10 rounds in the magazine, and we’ve
learned how to stand properly when shooting
and a lot of other things too,” he said.
Passaglia said in the club they exaggerate
safety so everyone knows when a gun is loaded and when it is not, and also for first time
shooters the adrenaline can get the best of
them and they go too fast so it’s important to
exaggerate the need for safety.
“When you fire a gun you are setting off
a controlled explosion that happens to be in
your hand,” he said. “You’re literally holding
on to an explosion, so you’ve got adrenaline
going.”
Christiana Cobb is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

SJSU Crime Log
4/28 - 5/1
The following items are selected from the University Police
Department daily crime log. Times shown are when the incidents
were reported to police.

since 1964!

Sunday, April 28

Looking for the perfect college job?
Make $25+ an hour working part-time!

Tuesday, April 30

NOW HIRING

•

Service Advisors

•

•

King Library 4:50 p.m.: A police officer responded to a report of
a stolen laptop.

Engineering Building 7:25 a.m.: A police officer responded to a
report of a stolen back tire and handle bars from a bicycle.
King Library 3:02 p.m.: A police officer responded to a report of
a theft. This subject stole a “state owned oxygen tank and an
automated external defibrillator.”

Wednesday, May 1
•

•

•

A.S. House 2:03 a.m.: Police officers were dispatched to a
physical fight. One of the subjects was issued a “notice of
withdrawal of consent to remain on campus” and escorted off
campus.
Seventh Street Garage 2:27 p.m.: Police officers responded to
a report of an unknown subject who tried to “view a private
part” of a victim associated with SJSU. The suspect is “still
outstanding” in the ongoing investigation.
Campus Village 6:10 p.m.: A police officer responded to a report
of “an odor of marijuana.” Someone not associated with SJSU
was cited and released for possession of marijuana.

Information compiled by Stephanie Wong from SJSU police department

We are looking for people who love sales
We provide flexible schedules
Strong verbal communication skills required
Must enjoy what you do and have a positive attitude
Must be willing to learn all car wash and detail services
Must be customer service oriented

Hourly pay, commission, and bonuses
Training available

send resumes to Jason@classiccarwash.com
contact (408) 371-2414 ext. 425
visit us at www.classiccarwash.com
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(Left) Empty casings are piled in a bucket at the Field Sports Park firing range in Santa Clara.
Shooters are required to sweep up their disposed casings after each firing phase.
(Top) Ryan Gilbert, SJSU Firearm Social Club president, changes the paper targets in between
shooting phases.
(Right) Gilbert watches over biochemistry major Javier Perez’s shoulder to ensure proper
handgun use.
(Above) Ammunition, magazines and handguns belonging to members of the SJSU Firearm
Social Club are carefully placed on a firing line table at the Field Sports Park outdoor shooting range.
Photos by Kevin Johnson

Scan the code to see more photos online!
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(Left) Empty casings are piled in a bucket at the Field Sports Park firing range in Santa Clara
County. Shooters are required to sweep up their disposed casings after each firing phase.
(Top) Ryan Gilbert, SJSU Firearm Social Club president, changes the paper targets in between
shooting phases.
(Right) Gilbert watches over biochemistry major Javier Perez’s shoulder to ensure proper
handgun use.
(Above) Ammunition, magazines and handguns belonging to members of the SJSU Firearm
Social Club are carefully placed on a firing line table at the Field Sports Park outdoor shooting range.
Photos by Kevin Johnson

Scan the code to see more photos online!
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Renovations: Old projects continue and new project breaks ground
FROM PAGE 1
but we are definitely looking forward to
our new dojo,” Swain said. “We are the national training center on the West Coast and
are excited to have such a nice dojo for our
champions.”
Yoshihiro Uchida, the distinguished head
coach of the judo team, said the dojo will be
50 percent larger and there will be new floors
with built-in springs to break the fall of students being taken down while training.
Phase two will be finished one year after
phase one is completed, according to Brown.
The new building will have a number of
upgraded labs and classrooms, but Swain said
the team is mostly looking forward to a new,
first-class judo facility.
“Our old dojo held so much history and
was home for many years,” Swain said. “However, we are ready to continue our winning
tradition with a fresh start in a new home.”
Student Union
Brown stated the blue walls surrounding
what will be the east and west wings of the
new Student Union building will be taken

down once construction is completed during
the summer and will be open for use in the
fall.
While the newly built areas will be free
for students to use, protective walls will then
move to encompass the original Student
Union building for renovations which will
take another year to complete, according to
Brown.
Brown stated the construction on the Student Union building is approximately one
year behind schedule.
Ricky Nguyen, a senior software engineering major, said he was upset about the Student
Union being behind schedule because he is
graduating after this semester.
“I am mad that I’m paying such high fees
and not get to experience the new facilities,”
Nguyen said. “I didn’t even get to vote on the
budget for these things and I only see them
build it while I’m here.”
Associated Students President Calvin
Worsnup said students voted in 2005 to raise
the Student Union fee from $126 to $324 for
these projects. Nguyen became a student at
SJSU in 2008.

Construction plans for the Yoshihiro Uchida Hall will include expansion for additional classrooms
expected to be completed in Fall 2014. Basil Sar / Spartan Daily

Student Health and Counseling Center
More fencing will be raised around campus during this Fall semester because Brown
said the Student Health and Counseling Center will begin construction on the lawn area
west of the Event Center and east of the Spartan Complex.
The new health center will break ground

this summer and finish in December 2014,
according to Brown.
Plans for a new Aquatic Center, recreation
center and expanded housing are in the planning stages and Brown said the department
hopes to begin construction on those projects
begin as soon as possible.
Vince Ei is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Fire: Five dead and four injured Medicine: New technique found
FROM PAGE 1
Maskarich and Foucrault said the incident was the worst they’ve seen in decades of
work.
“Any time we have a significant loss of life
it’s very difficult, but given the particular
nature of what’s transpired, it’s just beyond
words,” said Maskarich, who said trauma
counseling had been made available to all responders.
Foucrault said there was a floor-to-ceiling
partition behind the driver with a glass window that opened. The deceased were “basically on top of one another, kind of huddled”
below the window, indicating they were trying to flee the flames and get out.
The women were riding in the passenger
section of the limo when they noticed smoke
coming from the back of the 1999 Lincoln
Town Car, Foucrault said. They alerted the
driver, who pulled over on the side of the San
Mateo-Hayward Bridge.

When he got out of the limo to inspect
the vehicle, he saw the rear was engulfed in
flames, Foucrault said earlier. Three of the
women managed to escape through the rear
passenger door. Another squeezed through
the partition that separated the driver from
the passengers, he said.
Two of the surviving passengers — Jasmin
De Guia, 34, of San Jose and Amalia Loyola,
48, of San Leandro — were taken to Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center. They were being
treated for smoke inhalation and burns and
were listed in critical condition.
Two other passengers — Nelia Arellano,
36, of Oakland, and Mary Grace Guardiano,
42, of Alameda — were taken to Stanford
Medical Center. They were treated for moderate burns and smoke inhalation, authorities said. Their conditions are unknown.
Driver Orville Brown, 46, of San Jose was
not injured. Foucrault said he was “pretty
distraught.”

FROM PAGE 1
treating patients with HIV.
“We know that even though the viral load is
undetectable in the blood, we don’t know what’s
going on in the brain fully,” Holder said.
HIV causes constant inflammation, she
said, and the virus can pool in areas of the brain
where medicine cannot reach, potentially causing damage.
“It’s important to get the drug to the brain,”
she said, “to help prevent dementia in older patients, and inflammation.”
But the ability to target drug delivery and
release it on demand in the brain has been impossible without opening the skull, Nair and
Khizroev said.
Nair, an immunologist who specializes in
HIV research, and Khizroev, an electrical engineer and physicist, began collaborating on the
project about 18 months ago after winning a National Institutes of Health grant to study the use
of magnetic particles.

Classifieds

One of the keys to success was controlling the
release of the drug without adversely affecting
the brain.
The researchers found their solution in
the magneto-electric nanoparticles, which are
uniquely suited to deliver and release drugs in
the brain, Khizroev said. These nanoparticles
can convert magnetic energy into the electrical energy needed to release the drugs without
creating heat, which could potentially harm the
brain.
The development of a new, less invasive
pathway to the brain would open the door to
many new medical uses.
Khizroev said he recently returned from a
trip to the University of Southern California,
where he briefed physicians at the medical
school on the technique and its potential for cancer treatment. And Nair said he received a letter
recently on behalf of a 91-year-old man suffering from Parkinson’s, asking when the technique might become available for use in people.

Today’s Crossword Puzzle
Universal Crossword

Employment
Student Union Jobs!
The Student Union is currently hiring for these positions:
Building Assistant
Event Supervisor
Personal Fitness Trainer
Computer Services Technician
Computer Services Programmer I
Graphic Designer
Club Sports Program Assistant
Please visit www.union.sjsu.edu for position descriptions
and to download applications!

$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create families. Convenient Palo Alto location.
Apply online: www.SPERMBANK.com

ACROSS

Waitress/Waiter - Thai Restaurant
Help Wanted: Waitress/ Waiter for neighborhood
Thai food restaurant located in San Jose, near
Los Gatos. We have friendly customers (techies,
local residents), warm decor and great food. Good
tips and nice management! Lunch and dinner shifts available.
Call Bob @ 408-691-2997
Email bobgodwin@gmail.com

Summer Student Storage!
Discounted student rates available at
Downtown Self Storage. Reserve your unit today:
Phone: (408) 995-0700
Address: 850 S. 10th St., San Jose
Email: info@selfstoragesanjose.com
Web: www.selfstoragesanjose.com

PREVIOUS PUZZLE ANSWER

How To
Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place
classifieds through the
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30 - 4:15 P.M.
spartandailyads@sjsumedia.com

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of
paid advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain
advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers
or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require complete information
before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations
or merchandise.

1 Beany’s
cartoon pal
6 Sound
made for
attention
10 Brief quarrel
14 Acid in
protein
15 Laugh
heartily
16 Big earthenware jar
17 Cruise ship’s
initial stop
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shortener
21 Outdoor
accommodation
22 Bait and
switch, e.g.
23 “Das Boot”
setting
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26 Word after
“film” or
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winnings
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of Mary, Ted
and Murray
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change
everything
42 Conniving
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van Gogh
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48 Most
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49 Black,
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51 Leave the
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Morpheus
53 They make
you stand
tall
55 Carpe ___
56 Stuff in
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from street
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62 Run in place
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65 “... ___ the
twain shall
meet”
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67 Improve,
as a text
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1 Sidewalk
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2 Give off,
as light
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electronic
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5 Powerball
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order
8 Wasn’t left
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than a walk
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11 China
purchase
12 “When ___
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done ...”
13 Soft mineral
18 A sound
from the
tower
19 Like many
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24 “Blimey!”
blurter
26 Negative
words
27 Lustrous
gem
29 Nonchalantly unconcerned
30 W.C. Fields
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31 One in a
stroller
33 “The Silence
of the
Lambs” wine
35 Supple
36 First word of
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37 Cries of
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39 Mister, in
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40 That guy
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45 Hair-setting
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46 Caught
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47 Oh-so-

49
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61

quaint,
in England
Exercise
by Chopin
Good Book
in a courtroom
Liberal
“Wheel of
Fortune”
option
Picket line
crosser
Disavow
Bartlett’s
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briefly
Be undecided, as
an issue
Word with
“much”
or “late”
The bottom
line in sewing class?
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The interests don’t make the man
expressing his admiration for
flowers, so it made sense to
follow suit when I realize how
much I appreciate them as well.
What does it say about our

Follow Dennis Biles
on Twitter
@Denny149

In many ways I appear to be
your average American male: I love
sports, I consume tons of meat and
I’ve been told I do a subpar job of listening to my girlfriend.
For the most part I am a
pretty average dude.
But let me let you in on a little secret — I love flowers. A lot.
Always have.
I had never thought much of
my love for beautiful blossoms until recently when I began mentioning to classmates how much I enjoy
flowers in casual conversations.
I usually get a lot of weird
stares as people stammer out
a disbelieving, “Why?,” acting
as if I just crushed some pillar
of society with my seemingly
emasculating interest.
I always end up trying to
explain that I don’t see why
women have an unspoken monopoly on an alluring piece of
nature that looks divine and
smells just as blissful, but I get
the feeling that many people just
think I’m some sort of weirdo.
And I’m willing to bet some
of those same people have questioned my sexuality as well,
because we all know our preferences on plants determine who
we want to date and love.
Perhaps even a few of you
reading this think my love for
flowers is a bit strange, but I
don’t see what’s so odd about a
man who happens to appreciate
flowers.
Growing up, my parents always had a little garden and my
dad took a great deal of pride in
the upkeep of the entire yard.
He never had any qualms about

Nobody
bats an eye
anymore when
a woman
dons a jersey
... but I get
quizzical looks
when I profess
my love for
carnations,
my favorite
flower.
culture when a person is made
to feel strange, simply because
something they enjoy falls outside of the superficial lines of
traditional gender roles?
Our society has come a long
way in terms of equality and
open-mindedness, but there’s
still a double standard when
men admit they have an affinity for something that’s considered effeminate by sexist,
archaic gender guidelines.
Nobody bats an eye anymore
when a woman dons a jersey
and goes nuts at a game, but I
get quizzical looks when I profess my love for carnations, my
favorite flower.
Even though the Human
Flower Project reports that about
a third of women who send flowers often have sent them to men,
we still have this assumption that
men don’t like flowers.
There’s no reason why men
shouldn’t be allowed to appreciate flowers without having
their masculinity, or any other
attribute, called into question.
A 2005 study by the Society

of American Florists revealed
that 60 percent of the men
surveyed would like to receive
flowers on Valentines Day.
While I’m sure most men are
expecting to receive way more
than that on V-Day, I’m willing to bet that more men would
admit to appreciating flowers if
society didn’t pressure us to be
as masculine as possible.
Besides their aesthetic value, flowers actually offer a few
health benefits as well.
In a 2003 study by Texas A&M
University, research showed problem-solving skills, idea generation
and creative performance improve substantially in workplace
environments that include flowers and plants.
The same study also found
men who participated in the
8-month study in a variety of office environments generated 15
percent more ideas when they
worked in a “florally enhanced
environment.” Interestingly, the
females in the study showed similar, but smaller gains.
I can’t help but think there
are many men out there who
are reticent to talk about
certain hobbies and interests
they like because they are considered effeminate. This unfortunate suppression does a
great disservice to society by
perpetuating moronic stereotypes, while stifling the creative
drive of men who enjoy artistic
endeavors, such as crocheting.
Ideas that could be discussed
and built upon remain unspoken and stagnant.
If we ever expect to live in
a society that is truly free and
equal for all, we need to get rid
of the outdated cultural standards that frown upon men
for expressing their admiration for something considered
feminine.
Here’s to hoping a new way
of thinking sprouts and blooms
relatively soon.
Dennis Biles is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor.

Letter to the editor
In response to the “Our university is no
Walmart” article, I want to thank the author
for pin pointing what direction President
Qayoumi has been taking our university.
With the controversies about merging the
Student Union and the web consolidation of
our classes to MOOCs, I hope it is becoming
clear to our students that our education is being cheapened right beneath our feet and not
enough people are saying something about
it! Qayoumi, though accomplished, is more
concerned about the QUANTITY of our education versus the QUALITY of our education.
Although MOOC solves the issue of the lack

of class availability, it cheapens our university experience in true Walmart fashion! I don’t
think administrators are fully understanding
that we students do pay tuition in order to get
our classes, get an education, and get out ...
We are also paying for an experience! In fact,
we are MOSTLY paying for an experience,
academically and socially. As much as we all
want to graduate and get out, we also want to
cherish the professors, peers, and friends we
meet along the way.
Cynthia Duong
Junior, design studies
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Cinco de Mayo has been tarnished
This past weekend happened to be likely victory over French forces at the
May 5, or if you live in California or the Battle of Puebla on May 5, 1862.
southwestern states of this nation, Cinco
In short, Mexico was bankrupt after
de Mayo.
fighting three wars, which included the
You know the holiday, right? The one Mexican-American War among others.
where everybody embraces
Without money, Mexico owed
their inner-Latino heritage
money to France, Britain and
and goes out to consume
Spain. Mexico’s president iscopious amounts of alcohol
sued a moratorium where all
because advertisers tell you
foreign debt payment would
that’s what Mexicans do as
be suspended for two years.
they celebrate their indeBritain and Spain negotiated
pendence.
and withdrew, but France
Aside from being offenchose to strong-arm Mexico
sive and a mockery of what
and was defeated in Puebla,
Follow Christian
the day actually means hisalthough they outmanned
Carrasco on Twitter
torically, the weekend was a
the Mexicans 8,000 to 4,500
@tabascocarrasco
fabricated holiday made up
soldiers.
by beer and alcohol
What I’m saycompanies looking
ing is that Cinco de
to capitalize on the
Mayo is not Mexico’s
marketing of the
Independence Day,
holiday from the
yet many don’t know
many years prior.
that. Mexico’s IndeFrom
Corona,
pendence Day is SepTecate and even Budtember 16, the day
weiser back in the
Mexican-Americans
day, big-time alcohol
living here in the
companies and adstates should be celvertisers have made
ebrating. Yet I bet half
their presence felt on
of the revelers celethe holiday weekend
brating with Mexican
infamous for booze,
flags hanging from
boxing and brown pride.
their cars, trucks and lowriders are
It’s somewhat hypocritical that people oblivious to that.
are worried about immigration reform
Cinco de Mayo isn’t even a national
and undocumented citizens, particularly holiday in Mexico and is only celebrated
in Arizona, supposedly taking jobs away in some parts of Mexico. The real celfrom Americans, yet embrace the Hispan- ebration is September 16, when national
ic “culture” on Cinco de Mayo weekend.
pride is on full display and some celPeople don’t realize how insulting it ebrate the date in the states in honor of
is when Americans think chugging Coro- the homeland they immigrated from.
nas while wearing an oversized sombrero
Being born here, but having parents
and indulging in chips and salsa while from Guadalajara and Durango, nobody
having guests over is Mexican.
in my family celebrates this contrived
Adding salt to the wound are Mexi- holiday. It’s another day corporate comcan-themed college parties, where stu- panies use to make a mockery out of the
dents and party-goers dress up as cholos Mexican folk while profiting who knows
in Pendleton jackets, Dickies, bandanas how much money.
and excess makeup with Sharpie eyeI’m not upset that the date is recogbrows painted on.
nized in the U.S., I just wish people knew
Although I can see the entertainment exactly what it is they’re celebrating. I’m
value in the party theme ideas, it can also appreciative the date is celebrated here, I
be insulting in a way. I don’t get upset or just wish the weekend didn’t have a negaoffended because I don’t wear any of that tive connotation to it. Fights, arrests
gear. I don’t associate myself with cholos and gang members messing it up for evor gang members, but it just shows igno- eryone else in the past has now caused
rance and a lack of common sense.
a heavy police presence and left parts of
Take the Mexican-themed party sev- downtown San Jose blocked, making it
eral months ago at Penn State University difficult for residents to get home, but I
that created a storm on the Web. Around can’t control that.
Halloween, the Chi Omega Nu Gamma
The real Mexicans are the ones who
chapter decided to host the themed party celebrate the day in September, not bewith the entire chapter clad in ponchos, ing ignorant and out of control in May.
sombreros and mustaches. Two women The real ones partake in activities with
also had signs that read “Will mow lawn their loved ones, but don’t enforce the
for weed + beer” and “I don’t cut grass, I negative stereotypes attached to the
smoke it.” It was not the smartest deci- Mexican masses during the weekend.
sion to throw the party and Penn State They don’t go cruising on Santa Clara
took another blow, dealing with another Street and hold up traffic in their lowridpublic relations nightmare in the wake of ers, or make San Jose’s finest hate patrolthe Jerry Sandusky trial.
ling the weekend.
The main thing that makes me laugh
If you’re asking yourself whether or
about the entire “holiday” weekend is the not I’m calling you out, you should allack of knowledge of the event. Cinco de ready know the answer.
Mayo, or May 5, is the date observed to
Christian Carrasco is a Spartan Daily
commemorate the Mexican army’s un- staff writer.

The main thing
that makes me
laugh about the
entire “holiday”
weekend is
the lack of
knowledge of
the event.
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(Top) SJSU Psychology major Michelle Renwick lowers her head and cries on the Martin Luther King Jr.
Library steps in Downtown San Jose on Monday after a homeless man was found dead in front of the
Fourth Street city garage. Kevin Johnson / Spartan Daily
(Right) The body of a man lays covered on the ground at the corner of Fourth and San Fernando streets
as SJPD personnel investigate the fatality. Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

Garage: Homeless man dies
across the street from campus
FROM PAGE 1
By Melanie Martinez
@meltinez
A man fell to his death on
the corner of Fourth and San
Fernando streets yesterday
afternoon around 1:15 p.m.,
according to Sgt. John Laws of
the University Police Department.
“All we know now is that
about 1:18 p.m. an unknown
male suffered fatal injuries
at the city’s Fourth Street garage,” Laws said.
The San Jose Police Department received a call
about the incident from a
UPD officer at 1:21 p.m., said
Albert Morales, the SJPD public information officer.
“It’s still early in the investigation,” Morales said, “As
of now we don’t suspect foul
play.”
He said it is still unclear
whether the death was accidental or a suicide, but the police are treating it as a suicide
until further word from the
coroner’s office.
San Jose resident David
Alvarez, 53, said he knew the
man and was across the street
near the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library when he
heard the impact of the fall.
“I heard the crash and I
thought it was a car,” Alvarez
said.
He said when he crossed
the street to find out what
happened, he saw the man
and realized that he had
known him for about 10
years.
Alvarez said the man was

a Latino homeless man in
his early to mid 40s, who was
living in a tent near Coyote
Creek in San Jose.
Now living in a rehabilitation facility in San Jose, Alvarez said he used to live on
the homeless campsite on the
creek with the man and about
50 other homeless people.
He said the man struggled
with mental health issues,
used methamphetamine and
was often in and out of jail for
drug related charges.
“I think he jumped,” Alvarez said. “He was having a lot
of problems.”
The last time Alvarez said
he saw the man was in December and he remembered
the man as kindhearted and
respectful, despite his circumstances.
“He was just struggling,”
Alvarez said. “He was always
struggling, but he was a real
good guy.”
Arthur Martinez, a San
Jose-based homeless man and
friend of Alvarez, said he saw
the man fall to his death and
did not know him personally.
Martinez said he saw the
man fall from about the third
story of the parking garage,
but couldn’t tell whether it
was a suicide or accident.
“I don’t know if he
jumped, (or if) he just fell,” he
said. “I didn’t see what floor
he came off of, he just came
down hard. It was horrible.”
Morales said he was unsure if the man died instantly, but Martinez said he did
not see him move after he fell
to the ground.
Martinez said that a lack

of resources for the homeless
in the area may have led to the
man’s death.
“It’s sad,” he said, “Homeless people (have) got nowhere to go ... He might have
jumped. I really feel for him.
He did a lot of meth and had
a lot of psychological problems.”
Alvarez said the only living family member the man
ever mentioned to him was
his mother, but Alvarez never
met her or any of the man’s
family.
“I took care of him,” he
said. “I bought him a tent, and
I bought him some clothes.”
San Jose resident Christina Garcia, 26, walked by the
scene with her husband, Ben
Garcia, 34, after leaving the
King Library, and said she
was shocked and saddened by
the incident.
“It’s just really unfortunate to see this happen,” she
said.
Ben said it was an unexpected scene.
“I think it’s sad that someone would take their own life
like that,” he said as he held
his wife’s hand.
Morales said the coroner’s
office would continue the investigation and would work
to discover the man’s identity
and official time of death.
Alvarez said he would remember his friend as a kind
man who was stricken with
unfortunate circumstances.
“He wasn’t a violent person,” Alvarez said. “He was a
real good guy.”
Melanie Martinez is the
Spartan Daily Managing Editor.
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